Clear volumes off your shelves and save researchers time with Gale Directory Library. This online collection of premier directories on companies, publishers, associations, and more, allows researchers to find valuable information—that is either unavailable or difficult to find—at any time and from anywhere.

ACCESS THE POWER OF ONLINE SEARCHING

FIND MORE DETAILED CONTENT
The 23 individual titles that make up this directory provide researchers with content to accommodate almost any area of study. Topics include business and economics; health, medicine, and nursing; law, government, and politics; education and professional development; and more.

NAVIGATE EASILY ACROSS PLATFORMS
Search, sort, and export. Exported files are in .CSV format to be easily imported into any program.

KEEP BACK FILES AND WATCH THEM GROW
Build your collection of directories for year-over-year comparison of data. Past editions can be purchased individually, allowing researchers to purchase data from the particular years they need.
With Gale Directory Library, researchers can perform a range of data sorting, filtering and exporting activities. These innovative features, now enhanced with a modern, user-friendly interface, make Gale Directory Library the essential tool for research and marketing alike.

Libraries can build their digital collection, choosing from 23 long-standing Gale directories, to meet the needs of their customers. With anytime, anywhere access, students doing demographic research; businesses seeking prospects; fundraisers looking for contacts; and patrons searching for organizations, will all find information in the Gale Directory Library.

Popular directories include:
- Ward’s Business Directories
- Encyclopedia of Associations
- Gale Directory of Publications and Broadcast Media
- Market Share Reporter
- National Directory of Nonprofit Organizations
- Brands and Their Companies
- Medical and Health Information Directory
- Scholarships, Fellowships and Loans